Over the Air System Updates

2018 Odyssey: Software Update Available

INTRODUCTION
The latest software contains system enhancements and bug fixes for a number of rarely found problems.

INSTALLATION DETAILS
NOTE: For more information on how to do a software update, see System Updates in the online owner’s manual or http://owners.honda.com/vehicles/information/2018/Odyssey/features/system-updates

- Software download will take about 30 minutes via Wi-Fi.
- Download time will vary based upon internet speed.
- Update time is displayed for informational purposes. The vehicle can be used normally even while updates are being downloaded or applied.
- Depending on your vehicle trim, some enhancements/bug fixes may not be applicable.

Go to System Updates on the Menu screen in your vehicle to start the update.

NEW SOFTWARE RELEASE B.1.0.21
NOTE: The new software contains the following enhancements and rare bug fixes.

- Timing improvement to rear camera operation.
- Stuck on Honda logo and will not boot up.
- Anti-theft screen displayed randomly.
- System disconnects phone after selecting Reply Message.
- System will not load music through USB flash drive on the first attempt.
- Settings app crashes when changing Bluetooth® HandsFree devices.
- Emergency 911 skips the word Latitude while reading the location coordinate prompts for the second and third time.
- Front display switches to Rear Entertainment System app on its own.
- When repeating SXM Sport Flash Notifications, system locks up until next ignition cycle.
- Voice command steering button intermittently does not work.
- Apple CarPlay® icon shows even after Apple CarPlay® has been disconnected.
- Rear speakers do not turn off when RES resumes after ignition cycle.
- Touch display responds when system is off.
• Guidelines appear at the wrong steering angle.
• Unfortunately, com.Honda.Tuner has stopped message shows when using the Honda CabinControl® app.
• Unfortunately, Rear Entertainment has stopped message shows when using RES apps.
• E-Call function crashes when attempting to call out.
• Android Auto™ crashes after ignition OFF/ON when in a call.
• Track logging creates navigation performance degradation over time.
• Vehicle position icon shows off the map at certain zoom scales, but still on road.
• Off road data deletes by itself.
• com.honda.auto.navigationservice system crash message appears when selecting a previously deleted route.
• Garmin resumes route upon turning ignition ON when there was no route in progress.
• Improve vehicle position icon accuracy.
• Traffic prompt says 1 minute delay, but screen shows 3 minutes.
• Navigation app ignores the direction suffix (NW, SW, etc.) on street names.
• Improves turn-by-turn guidance timing.
• Verbal traffic prompt is less than what is displayed on the screen.
• Antitheft screen randomly is displayed.
• SXM error message appears when removing an Electronic Program Guide (EPG).
• Black screen appears when quickly switching between CabinTalk and CabinWatch multiple times.
• Brief audio pause when switching from any source to RES streaming video.
• Incorrect street name is shown in the meter navigation screen after cancelling the current route when using CarPlay.
• Ending call message is displayed during active conference call in top bar, when CarPlay device is disconnected and re-connected multiple times.
• Android Auto crashes after turning ignition ON/OFF while on a phone call.
• Honda CabinControl app crashes after turning ignition on while connected to Android Auto.
• Unfortunately, com honda.auto.navigationservice has stopped message is displayed when CarPlay is disconnected.
• CD app crashes when pressing Browse button quickly after inserting a disc.
• SXM app crashes when long pressing the Channel Up/Down button.
• Phone app crashes when opened and closed quickly.
• CarPlay crashes after multiple reconnects and/or multiple play commands.
• System crashes when checking what devices are connected to the vehicle hotspot soon after a system boot up.
• E911 call will override Siri in the event of a vehicle crash.
• No audio heard when receiving a phone call while using CarPlay.
• Social Playlist Selection Error message displayed when selecting a track from a disconnected device.
• Incorrect phone number displayed for Arabic language.
• Android Auto crashes when disconnecting the device from the USB port.
• Untintended beep sounds when clicking on empty areas of the settings screens of the Honda CabinControl app.
• Connection issues when trying to connect a phone to the car, or system jumps to another phone.
• CarPlay does not launch when switching connection via USB or Bluetooth.
• To comply with Driver Distraction rules, driver cannot pair Android Auto phone while driving and/or 6 phones are already paired.
• A Point of Interest (POI) sent from the phone to the vehicle when the vehicle is off does not show or automatically dismisses.
• Bluetooth Audio does not work, despite track information displayed on the BTA app and on the phone.
• Front Control Box does not shut down after ignition OFF and opening the door.
• Voice Recognition misrecognizes command, for Place names with two words.
• When using CarPlay, the system and meter display an active call, but there is no outgoing call due to a weak network cellular signal.
• Cracking sound while playing USB Audio.
• Intermittent WiFi Hot-Spot loss of connection from connected devices when using the Hot Spot for a long periods of time.
• SXM is stuck in Seek mode when simultaneously clicking on the channel change and seek back buttons.
• Current station is not highlighted in station list on the meter when changing stations.
• Unfortunately, Rear Entertainment has stopped pop-up message is displayed after playing video files from USB.
• Honda CabinControl app crashes when cycling ignition OFF to ignition ON if the last screen was a Point of Interest (POI) downloaded from the Honda CabinControl app.
• Implements start and disc navigation option for BD/DVD playback from the front unit.
• Intermittent black screen when trying to play BD/DVD in the Rear Entertainment System.
• Allows for duplicate presets in SXM, AM and FM.
• Rear Entertainment System (RES) does not turn off after cycling on and off, while USB is selected as the active source in front as well as rear.
• Intermittent SXM application crash after using seek button.
• Front Control Box displays Bluetooth Off message after switching phone profiles.
• Android Auto app crashes after initiating Google talk session when Android Auto music is playing.
• Intermittent blank screen when quickly cycling ignition OFF to ignition ON.
• Bluetooth audio connections issues when trying to connect multiple phones at the same time.
• Intermittent Android Auto app blank screen when disconnecting USB cable.
• Verbiage correction from Rear Seat Monitor to CabinWatch® on startup.
• E911 operator voice overlaps with incoming ring tone call in the event of an accident.
• In the event of an accident, when dialing a number from an Android Auto device or through a Bluetooth connected device, E-911 call will fail to connect.
• Android Auto fails to connect to the Hands Free profile, preventing Android Auto from starting.
• CarPlay Unavailable message screen does not properly display for Spanish and French languages.
• CarPlay remains active in Bluetooth settings, after repeatedly removing USB cable.
• CarPlay device not connected message is shown unprompted when no device is connected.
• CarPlay voice recognition icon remains on the meter after the device is disconnected.
• Voice Recognition app crashes when connecting and disconnecting iPhone several times.
• In the event of an accident, the E-911 audio is delayed until a Short Message Service (SMS) text readout finishes.
• CD Song/Track list screen does not update as tracks are changed on meter.
• While using Honda CabinControl and selecting the Rear Entertainment System from the list of audio sources, Play button does not work.
• Navigation app crashes during map reinstalling process.
• Navigation app graphic in junction view window appears with maneuver instructions.
• Navigation app loses route guidance when IG is turned off.
• Navi no permission to navigate message is shown on screen.
• SXM channel switches by itself after phone call.
• SXM changes stations automatically and displays incorrect information.
• System Updates app remains at Loading message screen after performing OTA updates.
• Display is stuck on Honda logo.
• SXM presets missing at boot up.
• SXM preset up/down button INOP.
• USB input connectivity not recognized with certain USB flash drives.
• Navigation system elevation displays incorrectly.
• Error message and log generated after unplugging iPhone 6.
• Rear Entertainment System (RES) app crash is not displayed if playing USB (on RES), when turning IG OFF and back to IG ON and reopening the RES app.
• While on the rear camera display screen, the system reboots randomly.
• RES application crashes after browsing the tracks of a USB.
• SXM Tune Start does not work on all presets.
• After many quick disconnects and reconnects, CarPlay is unable to start even though USB is connected
• Phontetics corrected in the map data.
• Map Data Unavailable error message has been mitigated.
• Traffic indicators when delays are expected are not displayed.
• Searching for a city that doesn't exist causes map to function incorrectly.
• New trip in My Trip cannot be deleted after exiting the page.
• Method to stop route has been added to the main map screen.
• Method to return to vehicle location has been added to map browsing screen.
• Static noise during first few seconds of USB media audio.
• No metadata is displayed on rear screen when media server playback is active on front and rear screens and CabinTalk® is activated in between.
• Remote becomes stuck while playing mp3 files.
• After pressing back button on remote, rear user is unable to navigate to RES USB screen while video streaming is active.
• Video is not displayed on rear screen when playing video file from front after performing a system reset on rear.
• Rear screen goes blank after IG cycle when disc eject error occurs.
• Last played track is highlighted on rear when user performs next operation.
• Media server screen has startup issues after switching rear screen ON/OFF.
• Cabin Watch video flicker.
• Rear display remains on error message after playing invalid track.
• Audio or video stops responding while performing play/pause operations.
• Clock does not auto-update in non-navi cars with the auto time zone feature.
• HFL call quality is not clear on receiving end.
• Reduction in rear camera start up time.
• iPhone cannot be used as iPod after disabling Car Play.
• SXM Channel 8 and 56 show incorrect channel icons.
• SXM channel info and graphics do not match presets.
• During group (Rear Control Box, Front Control Box and Telematics Control Unit) Over the Air updates, TCU fails to update and error code 5AC is displayed on screen.
• When USB tracks are changed in the Rear Entertainment System, they do not highlight in the front display for the Rear Entertainment System USB songs list.
• Black screen shows after switching to CarPlay from any function in the Front Control Box.
• Some Android phones do not charge at high current while plugged into the car.
• Rear Entertainment System app crashes after changing the front display language multiple times.
• When selecting Next/Previous and changing the source in Rear Entertainment System from Blue Ray Disc to USB back and forth many times, the Rear Entertainment System app crashes.
• Rear Entertainment System (RES) is not turning off after exiting from a Cabin Talk session, or when turning off the RES via remote control.
• SXM audio plays on FM screen after changing the language from English to Francis (Canada).
• CarPlay call audio drops when turning Bluetooth ON/OFF during an active call.
• Blank screen on boot up.
• After boot up, front screen briefly shows two blue lines.
• Siri Eyes Free Voice Recognition icon remains on meter after the device is disconnected from the vehicle.
• Driver Distraction alert message appears, even if user is not using Driver Distraction specific screen.
• Incorrect default illumination values for day & night mode.
• Display does not turn on when speech recognition mic button is pressed.
• Improve FM/AM HD Acquiring message with RDS information.
• Top bar does not work properly after turning Bluetooth OFF.
• Cabin Watch illumination issues.
• Cabin Watch video is choppy at boot up and/or there is a black screen on the video stream for a short time.
- Audio system can become slow with navigation voice cracking.
- When changing from HD to non-HD or vice versa, there is noticeable audio interruption.
- USB app crashes when there is over 10GB of audio data.
- My Honda Music app crashes when over 6GB of songs are loaded.
- When opening and closing a USB in iPod mode several times, it causes the USB app to crash.
- When listening to a DVD in 5.1 surround sound and after receiving an SMS notification or SXM notification, audio from the DVD is missing.
- Phonebook contacts are not imported when a phone is connected.
- Front Control Box shows a blue screen and does not respond until the IG is turned OFF and the door opened for more than 30 seconds.
- Added function to the navi button in the top bar to always return to map screen when pressed.
- Navi app crashes after accessing the traffic menu.
- HD traffic flow information is not displayed on map.
- Navigation location improvements.
- Navi app crashes after selecting the turn list.
- Garmin application crashes after switching several times between the navigation app and other apps.
- Voice and display guidance mismatch.
- Traffic information is paused for a short time and shows up before and after in the same location.
- Map is not responsive after rapid touches.
- Screen freezes on navi screen after performing scroll and zoom in/out on the map.
- While on a HFT call and selecting an alternate route or selecting traffic map, the navigation app will close and relaunch.
- At vehicle start up, the vehicle position is slightly off.
- When browsing the map and selecting a Point Of Interest (POI), the system may not re-center the map on the POI.
- Reroute does not operate properly when using simulation mode in the Navi App.
- Map screen blinks when quickly changing from the map to other screens inside the Navi app.
- Disable brightness dialog from showing on the rear camera.
- When pressing the brightness key in rear camera, the system will switch between day and night mode.